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Museum News

Seattle Artist Paul Rucker 
Adds Audio Experience 
to Museum’s New Bridge
The Museum of Flight’s visually-
striking pedestrian bridge spanning 
East Marginal Way will also provide 
visitors with an audio experience 
of flight through an original 
“sound artwork” by Seattle artist 
Paul Rucker. Rucker was awarded 
the commission after an open 
competition among local artists 
earlier this year. “We looked at some 
very compelling proposals for this 
project,” said Ed Renouard of the 
Museum’s Bridge Committee, “It 
was a tough choice. Mr. Rucker’s 
vision, experience and affinity with 
flight made him a perfect fit.”
As a composer, musician and installation artist Rucker has been recognized as "Best Emerging Artist of 2004" from Earshot, "Jazz Artist of 
the Year 2005" from the Seattle Music Awards and "Outside Jazz Ensemble of the Year" in 2008 from Earshot Jazz. He was recently awarded 
a Spotlight Arts Award by Seattle Magazine which is featured in the September issue. Rucker is a recent Washington State Arts Commission 
Fellowship recipient in music from Artist Trust. He has received numerous grants for visual art and music from agencies including Seattle 
Mayor's Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs, 4Culture,  South Carolina Arts Commission and the Washington State Arts Commission. Rucker 
has also been awarded residencies all over the world including the prestigious Rockefeller Fellowship to the Study Center in Bellagio, Italy.
Rucker’s sound art for the Museum’s bridge will include new musical compositions interwoven with audio sampling from aerospace history and 
nature. The looped, 60-minute installation will have nine programs of various lengths and themes. The audio experience will utilize 32 channels 
of sounds weaving throughout the length of the 340 ft. bridge.
“My first experience with flight was not as a passenger on a commercial plane but as a cadet for the Civil Air Patrol,” said Rucker. “The 
adventure in the Cessna 172 was unforgettable. The fear, excitement, and joy of that day will be with me forever. I would like for this 
installation to be an audio diary of similar experiences, emotions, and appreciations related to aviation.
The bridge’s dynamic shape is inspired from the metaphor of the contrail, a stream of crystallized vapor created in a plane’s wake. The metaphor 
is carried out in the bridge’s unusual tube truss design, made of crossing circular steel pipe sections surrounding an inner glass enclosure. The 
architectural design firm for the bridge, SRG Partnership, Inc., was awarded a Citation Award during the 2008 Civic Design Awards Ceremony 
from AIA Washington, a council of the American Institute of Architects. 

Association of Space Explorers 21st Planetary Congress
Nearly 50 astronauts and cosmonauts from a dozen countries descended upon Seattle for the 21st Planetary Congress of the Association of 
Space Explorers (ASE) Sept. 15 - 19. It was only the third time that the event has been held in the United States. Museum of Flight President 
and CEO Dr. Bonnie J. Dunbar was Chair for the Washington state Coordinating Committee for the ASE Congress. The Museum of Flight 

was a proud sponsor of three events in conjunction with the Congress.
The Congress opened with ceremonies on the morning of Sept. 15 at the 
Seattle Sheraton Hotel. Speakers at the event included Seattle Mayor Greg 
Nickels and Jim Albaugh CEO of the Boeing Integrated Defense Systems. 
From there the ASE attendees moved to the Museum for an afternoon 
public program introducing the 2008 Congress’ theme, “Exploring Space, 
Inspiring Planetary Stewardship.” The program was lead by Apollo 8 
astronaut Bill Anders, whose famous photograph of Earth rising above the 
lunar horizon (shown on page 5) is known world wide.
The University of Washington and Microsoft also sponsored ASE programs 
at their respective campuses. The programs brought together speakers 
from science, academia and industry to address topics including human 
health on long-duration space missions and research on the International 
Space Station. The UW programs were broadcast on the Internet. The 
Microsoft programs featured dialogues with research teams in Arizona and 
Antarctica. But the programs nearest to the heart of the Congress were 
those given by the astronauts and cosmonauts to thousands of students 
throughout Washington state.
Personal visits to local schools by the astronauts and cosmonauts are 
an integral part of each Congress. On Wednesday, Sept. 17 the “flyers” 
addressed nearly 43,000 students, most of them in grade school or high 
school. The massive effort was coordinated by the Museum’s Education 
Office.
The 2008 Congress was viewed as a success on many levels. Capping the 
week of activities was the official opening of the Toshiro Sawanuki space 
art exhibit, “Harmony of the Universe.” The reception was followed by a 
banquet at the Museum for the flyers and special guests.

PRIVATE EVENTS

From weddings to corporate meetings and parties, 
The Museum of Flight has a wide range of settings 
to compliment any need. Our Private Event Staff is 
experienced in planning private events and is eager 
to assist you in any way to ensure that your event is a 

memorable and festive occasion.

206.764.5706 | privateevents@museumofflight.org

HOST YOUR NEXT AFFAIR  
AT THE MUSEUM OF FLIGHT

2008 Pathfinder Awards
Dr. Reba Gilman, principal of Aviation High School and Joe 

Clark, cofounder of Aviation Partners, were honored as the 2008 
recipients of the Museum’s Pathfinder Award. Both during an 

awards banquet at the Museum on Saturday, Oct. 25. In its 27th 
year, the Pathfinder Awards honor pioneering achievements in 

aviation and aerospace by individuals in the Northwest. Gilman 
and Clark are the 75th and 76th inductees into the Pathfinders 

Hall of Fame. 
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To Boldly Go... 
Leading Beyond 
the Horizon 
with Dr. Susan Ying

Saturday, November 8, 2:30pm | Skyline Room  
A Women in Aviation International Special Guest Speaker

In the twenty-first century, a number of women leaders have achieved 
positions of great influence in politics, business, arts and sciences, and 

engineering. What's the secret to the successful leadership journey?

In this talk, Susan will be sharing some unique personal lessons and 
stories from others, with the backdrop of aerospace and innovation.

COME AND BE INSPIRED!!

For more information, please contact Leslie Barstow 
at lesliebarstow@earthlink.net or call (206) 290-4869.
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